OUSE VALLEY SOLAR FARM

About us
OVESCO is the Sussex based community energy company with a vision for a future in which 100% of
our energy needs are generated locally from renewable sources.
OVESCO invests time and money to improve our current and future environment to combat climate
change.
Since 2007 OVESCO has successfully developed, and now manages a range of fifteen local solar
projects.
Our projects are founded on local investment, keeping money circulating locally, while achieving real
carbon reductions and stable, long-term financial returns.
We develop clean, green energy projects and educate and advise the Sussex community (particularly
Lewes District) on energy efficiency, reduction and clean technologies.
As a community energy company all surplus income is used for the benefit of the community.
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Our Mission
OVESCO’s mission is to continue to reduce carbon emissions across the South-East and to enable
Lewes and surrounding villages to become Carbon Neutral. This mission will be achieved through
developing and managing local smart, efficient and responsible community-owned renewable
energy projects, specialising in solar photovoltaic (PV) generators and their associated infrastructure.

Why We Are Here
OVESCO is developing Ouse Valley Solar Farm at Norlington Farm, north of Norlington Lane,
Ringmer.
The solar farm will bring numerous benefits to the community and wider area including education
and environmental benefits in terms of bringing awareness, reducing carbon emissions and
promoting biodiversity.
Lewes District Council has laid out plans to reach carbon neutrality after declaring a climate
emergency in 2019 when councillors unanimously backed a motion for the authority to declare a
climate emergency and become carbon neutral by 2030.
Ouse Valley Solar Farm will add to local energy security, make a significant contribution to achieving
the carbon reduction targets of the Lewes district, and the UK, as well as provide a long-term annual
fund for the benefit of the community.

Clean and Considerate
As a community energy company we will always develop projects considerately. We will only
develop solar farms on low productivity land and believe that the delivery of each project can be
achieved in harmony with its surroundings.
The main benefits of generating clean, renewable energy from the Ouse Valley Solar farm:










The project will support the UK’s urgent need to transition to a low carbon future, producing
significant amounts of renewable energy.
It will assist Lewes District Council to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line with local,
national and international targets
Contribute towards the security of energy supply in the Lewes District through the provision
of local, community led renewable energy supply.
A solar farm as a temporary development enables agricultural land to rest for the period of
operation.
In addition to energy production, a solar farm supports biodiversity by allowing small animals,
birds, insects and wildflowers to flourish.
No protected landscape, heritage or ecological designations will be affected by the solar farm.
We anticipate that construction will be complete in approximately 4 months from
commencement.
The proposed solar farm will not require Government subsidy.
OVESCO is committed to using local suppliers during construction and operation where
possible.
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The Project
Solar PV- Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology collects and converts solar radiation directly into
electricity. Ouse Valley Solar Farm would generate circa 16 MW, the equivalent to power in excess of
4,000 homes.
Inverters, transformers, storage and switching equipment would be required to change the low
voltage direct current (DC) PV output to high voltage AC power for the National Grid, and allow
disconnection of the solar farm for maintenance.

Ouse Valley Solar Farm Location - North of Norlington Lane, Ringmer

Indicative Solar Farm Site Outline
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Planning
A planning application will be lodged with Lewes District Council. All relevant designs, elevations
studies and reports will be submitted. The project is subject to planning approval and further
consultation will be conducted as part of the planning process.

Community Investment
Ouse Valley Solar Farm will be owned by its community members. Fund raising will start once we
have received planning permission and are ready to start the preparations for construction. Each
member will have one vote, regardless of amount invested. Members will receive a maximum
annual return on their investment with their capital returned over the life time of the project. The
project is expected to produce a reliable income stream from which interest can be paid to local
investors and into a community benefit fund. As a community benefit society any and all surplus
income must be dispersed for the benefit of the community.

Construction
The solar farm would be built over a period of circa four months. The aim would be to complete by
September 2022.
A stock fence and security cameras would be installed to keep people safe and to protect the solar
panels from theft or vandalism.
Construction Traffic- During the four month construction phase daily deliveries would be required. A
traffic management plan would be agreed with East Sussex Highways to minimise disruption during
construction within the local area.
Once commissioned and operational there would be very little traffic to the site during its lifetime,
which is expected to be approximately 30 years.
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Energy Farming

Sheep Grazing at Berwick Solar Farm, East Sussex
Sheep, would graze between and beneath the solar panels, retaining agricultural use of the site.
Sheep thrive among solar panels as they provide shelter in the winter and shade in summer.
After approximately thirty years, the site would be restored back to full agricultural use. A fund to
pay for this forms part of the lease of the land to ensure the site is restored to its pre-construction
state, except for the additional biodiversity and habitat enhancement, which would remain.
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Environment

Community group installing bird boxes, bat boxes and swift tower at a local solar farm
Visual Impact- Mitigation measures being proposed will reduce the visibility of Ouse Valley Solar
Farm from outside the site. The solar farm is enclosed by tree canopies and hedging to the north.
The solar farm will be visible in part from the public footpath. A landscape visual impact assessment
will be undertaken and the findings will inform the final design to mitigate identified areas of impact.
Biodiversity - Hedgerows provide a species rich environment and taking the fields out of arable
rotation will allow considerable biodiversity net gain over the lifetime of the solar farm. Additional
hedgerow planting would be provided, and gaps filled along some of the existing boundary
hedgerows to minimise visual impact and to maximise biodiversity. Bat boxes, bird boxes, bug
hotels, log piles and a swift tower will be added within the site and along boundaries. A community
meadow will be planted, and an area set aside to encourage ground nesting birds.
Archaeology- All archeologically sensitive areas will be identified, and appropriate mitigation
considered within design.
Public Footpath- no public rights of way will be removed or diverted as a result of the proposal. All
appropriate safety measures will be in place during construction.
Education- an education area is proposed adjoining the footpath next to a community meadow.
Flood Risk- a topography survey is being undertaken. A flood risk assessment and drainage strategy
will be implemented to mitigate or avoid potential flood issues.
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Community Benefit
Direct benefits of a solar farm are the carbon savings needed to address the climate emergency and
the environmental gains. In addition the solar farm will increase the wealth of the community by
providing local employment where possible and allowing the community to invest in the project.
The additional benefits of Ouse Valley Solar Farm will be the creation of a community benefit fund
where all surplus income from the project will be returned to the community. The community
benefit fund will be used in two ways: on future additional decarbonisation and energy efficiency
projects; and on wider engagement with the community through education and addressing fuel
poverty.

Community Consultation
OVESCO firmly believes that it is vital that local communities are able see and shape planning
applications on projects such as this. The objectives of the consultation are therefore:


To inform local people about OVESCO’s proposals in a clear and concise way.



To develop local understanding of the project and to gain feedback to refine the proposal.



To create a process through which local people can comment on the formal proposals, and



explore how the scheme could kickstart community involvement in renewable energy

Ongoing Community consultation will run throughout the pre-planning process and beyond.
OVESCO will arrange to meet local neighbours on an informal basis to discuss specific arrangements
that may affect them such as viewpoints and screening options.
OVESCO has informally made contact with Ringmer Parish Council and will build on this to identify
any issues of concern to the Council.
We would also be very pleased to explore and develop our ideas for sharing community benefit with
the parish council.
An Ouse Valley Solar Farm website page is under construction on OVESCO’s website. This page will
be regularly update with information, feedback and answers to FAQ’s.
A dedicated project email address will be shared with all stakeholders and will be available on the
website.
Have your say- During the development process advertisements will be placed in the local press
advertising when events and project information days will be held locally. In addition, information
on the proposal will be delivered to immediate neighbours enabling them to have their say.
A Statement of Community Consultation will be submitted to Lewes District Council during the
planning process explaining how the local community is being and will be further consulted.
Updates to reports on consultation will be provided to the planning authority up until a planning
decision is made.
Please contact: ousevalleysolar@ovesco.co.uk
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